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CAI HENG LI AND CHERYL E. PRAEGER
For a subset S of a group G such that 1 =2 S and S D S−1, the associated Cayley graph Cay.G; S/
is the graph with vertex set G such that fx; yg is an edge if and only if yx−1 2 S. Each  2 Aut.G/
induces an isomorphism from Cay.G; S/ to the Cayley graph Cay.G; S /. For a positive integer
m, the group G is called an m-CI-group if, for all Cayley subsets S of size at most m, whenever
Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T / there is an element  2 Aut.G/ such that S D T . It is shown that if G is
an m-CI-group for some m  4, then G D U  V , where .jU j; jV j/ D 1, U is abelian, and V belongs
to an explicitly determined list of groups. Moreover, Sylow subgroups of such groups satisfy some
very restrictive conditions. This classification yields, as corollaries, improvements of results of Babai
and Frankl. We note that our classification relies on the finite simple group classification.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a contribution to the study of isomorphisms between Cayley graphs for a finite
group G. Automorphisms of the group G induce isomorphisms of Cayley graphs for G in
a natural way, and for some groups G, whenever two Cayley graphs for G are isomorphic
there is an isomorphism between them which is induced by an automorphism of G. If the
latter property is true for all Cayley graphs of G of valency at most m (for a positive integer
m), then the group G is called an m-CI-group. In this paper we give a classification of finite
m-CI-groups for m  4. Further, we derive, as corollaries of this classification, improvements
of several results of Babai and Frankl [4, 5]. We also derive strong restrictions on the Sylow
subgroups of m-CI-groups for m  2.
Let G be a finite group. A subset S of G is called a Cayley subset if 1G =2 S and S D S−1 VD
fs−1 j s 2 Sg, and the Cayley graph of G with respect to S is the graph Cay.G; S/ with vertex
set G and with x and y adjacent if and only if yx−1 2 S. Each element  2 Aut.G/ induces
an isomorphism from Cay.G; S/ to Cay.G; S /, and Cay.G; S/ is called a CI-graph of G if,
whenever Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /, there is an element  2 Aut.G/ such that S D T (CI
stands for Cayley Isomorphism). Note that Cay.G; S/ is a regular graph of valency jSj. Thus
G is an m-CI-group if all Cayley graphs for G of valency at most m are CI-graphs, and further
we say that a finite group G is a CI-group if G is a jGj-CI-group.
The problem of determining CI-groups has received considerable attention in the literature.
Interest in the problem stems from a conjecture of Ada´m [1] in 1967 that all finite cyclic groups
are CI-groups. This conjecture was disproved by Elspas and Turner [9] shortly afterwards,
when they showed that Z16 is not a CI-group. However, since then, a lot of work has been
done to determine which cyclic groups are CI-groups (see for example [2, 18, 21]). The study
of finite CI-groups in general began with a paper of Babai [3] in 1977. In 1978 Babai and
Frankl [4] proved that if G is a CI-group of odd order, then either G is abelian or G has
an abelian normal subgroup of index 3 and its Sylow 3-subgroup is elementary abelian, Z9
or Z27; they also showed in [5] that if G is a finite insoluble CI-group, then G D L  N ,
where .jLj; jN j/ D 1, L D L2.5/, SL2.5/, L2.13/ or SL2.13/, and N is a direct product of
elementary abelian groups. Further results on elementary abelian CI-groups can be found in
[8, 11, 13, 20].
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TABLE 1.
r; s e
r D 0, s  1 3
r  1, s D 0 2 or 4
r  1, s  1 6
In a different direction, in 1977 Toida [24] proved that all (undirected) Cayley graphs of
valency 3 for cyclic groups are CI-graphs. This result and work of Babai suggested to Xu [26]
in 1988 that it would be helpful to investigate finite m-CI-groups for small values of m. This
was begun by Xu and others for abelian groups for m  5 (see for example [7, 10, 12]). On the
other hand, the authors showed in [15] that a finite nonabelian simple group G is a 2-CI-group
if and only if G is A5 or L2.8/, and the only nonabelian simple 3-CI-group is A5. The main aim
of this paper is to classify m-CI-groups for m  4 in the sense that an explicit list containing
all such groups is given. As a corollary, we obtain a classification of CI-groups which is an
improvement of the results of Babai and Frankl in [4, 5].
Two elements a; b of a group G are said to be fused if a D b for some  2 Aut.G/, and
to be inverse-fused if a D .b−1/ for some  2 Aut.G/. The only Cayley subsets of size 1
consist of a single involution (element of order 2), and hence G is a 1-CI-group if and only if
all involutions of G (if any) are fused. It is clear that an m-CI-group is also a k-CI-group for
each positive integer k  m, so it follows from the definition that if G is a 2-CI-group then
any two elements of G of the same order are fused or inverse-fused (see Lemma 2.2). For
convenience, we call a group with the latter property an FIF-group (FIF stands for fused or
inverse-fused). In [15] we classified the finite nonabelian simple FIF-groups, and further in
[16] we gave a good description of arbitrary finite FIF-groups. In the present paper we apply
these results to obtain a classification of m-CI-groups with m  4.
The notation and terminology used in this paper are standard (see for example [23, 25]). In
particular, a direct product of cyclic groups of the same order is said to be homocyclic. For
groups G and H , G o H will denote an arbitrary semi-direct product of G by H . Let M be
an abelian group all of whose Sylow subgroups are homocyclic, and let n be the exponent
of M . We define certain nonabelian extensions of such homocyclic groups M . Let r; s be
non-negative integers such that r C s  1, and suppose that there exists an integer l such
that 1 < l < n and l has order e modulo n (that is, e is the least positive integer such that
le  1 .mod n/ and we write o.l mod n/ D e) and in addition r; s; e are as in one of the lines
of Table 1.
Then we define
He.M; 2r 3s; l/ D M o hzi D M o Z2r 3s ;
where xz D xl for all x 2 M . Note that the assumptions on l imply that no nontrivial Sylow
subgroup of hzi centralizes M . The main result of this paper is the following.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be an m-CI-group for some m  4. Then G D U  V , where
.jU j; jV j/ D 1, U is abelian, and either V D 1 or V is one of the following:
(i) Q8, Z23 o Q8, A5, SL2.5/;(ii) Z22 o Z3s , Q8 o Z3s for some s  1;(iii) He.M; 2r 3s; l/, where M is abelian, r; s and e satisfy one of the lines of Table 1 and
o.l mod n/ D e;
(iv) Q8  H3.M 0; 3s; l 0/, H2.M; 2r ; l/ H3.M 0; 3s; l 0/, where 2; 3; jM j and jM 0j are pair-
wise coprime; M;M 0 are abelian, r; s  1 and l; l 0 > 1.
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Further, let p be a prime dividing jGj and let G p be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If p > Tm2 U,
then G p is homocyclic; if p D Tm2 U, then G p is elementary abelian, cyclic or Q8; if p < Tm2 U,
then either G p is elementary abelian, or G p D Z4;Z8;Z9 or Q8.
It was proved in [14] that A5 is not a 29-CI-group and SL2.5/ is not a 58-CI-group. It
therefore follows from Theorem 1.1 and [14] that all 58-CI-groups are soluble. In particular,
neither A5 nor SL2.5/ is a CI-group. Taking m D jGj, Theorem 1.1 gives a classification of
CI-groups which is an improvement of the results of [4, 5]. We must point out that, since the
results of [15, 16] rely on the finite simple group classification, so also do the results of this
paper.
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that G is a CI-group. Then each Sylow subgroup of G is
elementary abelian, or isomorphic to Z4, Z8, Z9 or Q8. Moreover, G D U  V , where
.jU j; jV j/ D 1, U is abelian, and either V D 1 or V is one of the following:
(i) Q8, Z22 o Z3, Z22 o Z9, Q8 o Z3, Q8 o Z9, Z23 o Q8;(ii) He.M; 2r 3s/, where M is abelian, r; s and e satisfy one of the lines of Table 1 and
o.l mod n/ D e;
(iii) Q8H3.M 0; 3s; l 0/, H2.M; 2r ; l/H3.M 0; 3s; l 0/, where M;M 0 are abelian, 1  r  3,
1  s  2 and l; l 0 > 1.
REMARK. (i) Nowitz [20] proved thatZ62 is not a 31-CI-group. So not all of the groups listed
in Theorem 1.1 are necessarily m-CI-groups for every value of m. It is difficult to determine
precisely which groups listed in Theorem 1.1 are indeed m-CI-groups for a given m  4. For
example, for a prime p, it is not known whether Z4p is a CI-group, see [20, Question (1)] and
[8]. It would be interesting to know whether Z4p was an m-CI-group for ‘small’ values of m.
PROBLEM 1.3. Determine which of the groups listed in Theorem 1:1 are m-CI-groups for
certain small values of m.
In Section 2 we collect together several preliminary results which will be used later. Then in
Section 3 we determine the possible structure of Sylow subgroups of m-CI-groups for m  2.
In Section 4 we use the results of [16] to obtain a good description of the structure of finite
2-CI-groups and investigate in more detail the structure of certain families of examples. We
prove some technical lemmas in Section 5, and finally we prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 6.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We begin with some elementary observations about m-CI-groups. Let n be a positive integer.
Then Cn denotes a cycle of size n, Kn;n the complete bipartite graph of order 2n, and for a
graph 0, n0 denotes a graph which consists of n vertex-disjoint copies of 0. The first lemma
is an immediate consequence of the definitions given in Section 1.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group.
(1) For any S; T  G n f1g, Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T / if and only if Cay.hSi; S/ D
Cay.hT i; T /.
(2) If G is an m-CI-group for some integer m  1 and N is a characteristic subgroup of G,
then N is also an m-CI-group.
LEMMA 2.2. If G is an m-CI-group for some m  2, then any two elements of G of the
same order are fused or inverse-fused under Aut.G/.
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PROOF. Suppose that G is an m-CI-group for some m  2. Since m-CI-groups are 1-CI-
groups, all involutions of G are fused under Aut.G/. Let a; b 2 G be such that o.a/ D o.b/ >
2. Then clearly Cay.G; fa; a−1g/ D jGjo.a/Co.a/ D Cay.G; fb; b−1g/. Since G is a 2-CI-group,
there exists  2 Aut.G/ such that fa; a−1g D fb; b−1g, that is, a D b or b−1. 2
Next, we quote two results about FIF-groups from [16], the first quite elementary, but the
second less so.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be an FIF-group, and let N be a characteristic subgroup of G.
(i) ([16, Lemma 2.1]) Both N and G=N are FIF-groups.
(ii) ([16, Lemma 6.11 (ii)]) Suppose that N D Zdp for some d  1 and some prime p, that
N is a minimal normal subgroup of G with CG.N / D N, and that G D Zdp o Zk for
some k > 1. Then 12’.k/ divides d, where ’.k/ is the Euler phi-function .that is, the
number of positive integers less than k and coprime to k/.
As usual a group G is said to be indecomposable if G D A  B implies that A D 1 or
B D 1. In the following, we shall say that G is coprime-indecomposable if G D A  B such
that .jAj; jBj/ D 1 implies that A D 1 or B D 1. For a group G and a subgroup H of G, we
shall denote by H char G the fact that H is a characteristic subgroup of G.
3. SYLOW SUBGROUPS OF m-CI-GROUPS
In this section we give a description of Sylow subgroups of m-CI-groups for m  2. First
we consider Sylow 2-subgroups.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be an m-CI-group with m  2 and let G2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Then G2 is elementary abelian, cyclic, or generalized quaternion. Further, if m  4, then G2
is elementary abelian, cyclic or Q8; if m  6, then G2 is elementary abelian, Z4, Z8 or Q8.
PROOF. By [17, Theorem 1.3], G2 is elementary abelian, cyclic, or generalized quaternion.
Assume that m  4 and that G2 is generalized quaternion, that is,
G2 D hx; y j x2n D 1; y2 D x2n−1 ; y−1xy D x−1i:
Suppose that n  3, and let z D x2n−3 . Then hzi D Z8 and hy; z2i D Q8. Let S D
fz; z−1; z3; z−3g (D hzinhz2i) and T D fz2; z−2; y; y−1g (D hy; z2inhyzi). Then S D Z8 nZ4
and T D Q8 n Z4. Thus it is easy to see that Cay.hSi; S/ D K4;4 D Cay.hT i; T / and so
Cay.G; S/ D Cay.G; T /. However, since o.z/ D 8 and o.z2/ D o.y/ D 4, S and T cannot be
conjugate under Aut.G/, which is a contradiction. Thus n D 2 and G2 D Q8.
Assume that m  6 and that G2 is cyclic. Then by [13, Proposition 3.2(1)], G2 D Z2, Z4
or Z8. 2
Next we consider Sylow p-groups for odd primes p. For a positive integer k, a group G is
said to have the k-CI property if all Cayley graphs of G of valency k are CI-graphs. Thus an
m-CI-group has the k-CI property for all k  m. The following lemma draws together some
elementary results from [16] and [17].
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that G is an m-CI-group for m  2. Let p be an odd prime dividing
jGj and G p a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then G p is homocyclic. Moreover,
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(i) if p D m2 , then G p is elementary abelian or cyclic;
(ii) if p < m2 , then G p is elementary abelian or Z9.
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, G is an FIF-group, and so, by [16, Theorem 1.1], G p is homocyclic.
Further, by [17, Theorem 1.5], if p D Tm2 U, then either G p is of exponent p, or G p is cyclic,
so part (i) holds; if p < Tm2 U, then either G p is of exponent p, or G p is both cyclic and of
exponent 9, so part (ii) holds.
4. FINITE m-CI-GROUPS FOR m  3
In this section we study m-CI-groups for m  3. By the definition, a group G is a 1-CI-group
if and only if all involutions of G are fused under Aut.G/. So from now on we shall assume
that m  2. The simple m-CI-groups for m D 2; 3 are known.
THEOREM 4.1 ([16, THEOREM 1.3]). Suppose that G is a nonabelian simple group. Then
(i) G is a 2-CI-group if and only if G D A5 or L2.8/,
(ii) G is a 3-CI-group if and only if G D A5.
A classification of finite FIF-groups is given in [16], which, together with Lemma 3.1,
provides a good description of finite 2-CI-groups.
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that G is a finite 2-CI-group. Then a Sylow p-subgroup G p of G
is either homocyclic, or p D 2 and G2 is elementary abelian, cyclic or generalized quaternion.
Moreover, G D X1      Xl , where .jXi j; jX j j/ D 1 and Xi is coprime-indecomposable,
and one of the following holds:
.1/ Xi D M o Zn, where .jM j; n/ D 1, and M is nilpotent;
.2/ Xi D .LM/o ..HoK /Zn/, where jLj, jM j, jH j, jK j and n are pairwise coprime,
and
(i) L  M is nilpotent, and is maximal among the normal nilpotent Hall subgroups
of Xi , hM; Hi D M  H and hL ;Zni D L  Zn,
(ii) H o K is indecomposable and noncyclic, neither H nor K centralizes a Sylow
subgroup of L, and .L ; H o K / satisfies one of the lines in Table 2.
(3) Xi D A5, L2.8/, SL2.5/, SL2.7/ or SL2.9/.
PROOF. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have the conclusions about Sylow subgroups of G.
By Lemma 2.2, any two elements of G of the same order are fused or inverse-fused, so G is
a group on the list of [16, Theorem 1.1]. Thus G D X1      Xl , where .jXi j; jX j j/ D 1
and each Xi is coprime-indecomposable. Further, by Lemma 3.1, a Sylow 2-subgroup of a
2-CI-group is elementary abelian, cyclic or generalized quaternion. Therefore, if Xi is soluble,
then we conclude from [16] that Xi is as in part (1) or (2); if Xi is insoluble, then it follows
from [16] and the Atlas [6] that Xi is as in part (3). 2
Next we prove several properties about the semidirect products occurring in Theorem 4.2,
which will be used in the ensuing sections. First we consider the groups appearing in Theo-
rem 4.2 (1).
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TABLE 2.
L H o K conditions
Z32 Z7t o Z3s t , s  1
Z25u1 7u2 11u3 Z3t o Z2r r , t  1, u1 C u2 C u3  1
Z43u1  Z219u2 Z5t o Z2r r , t  1, u1 C u2  1
Z27u1 11u2 19u3 Z3t1 5t2 o Z2r r , t1, t2  1, u1 C u2  1, u3  1,
TZ19u3 , Z3t1 U D 1, TZ27u1 11u2 , Z5t2 U D 1
Z63u1  Z219u2 Z7t1 5t2 o Z2r r , t1  1, u1 C u2  1, t2 D 0, u2 D 0
TZ63u1 , Z5t2 U D 1, TZ219u2 , Z7t1 U D 1
Z25u1 11u2 Z3t1 7t2 o Z2r u1, t1, t2, r  1, u2  0, TZ211u2 , Z7t2 U D 1
Z2q Q8 o Z3s q 6D 1, each prime divisor of q lies in f3; 5; 7; 11; 23g,
and if 3 divides q then M D 1, s D 0 and n D 1
LEMMA 4.3. Let G D Mo hzi be a 2-CI-group, where .jM j; o.z// D 1 and M is nilpotent,
and suppose that M has a Sylow p-subgroup Mp D Zdps for some prime p. Suppose further
that Mp 6 Z.G/, and let g 2 hzi n Chzi.Mp/. Then either
(i) g2 =2 Chzi.Mp/ and hai \ hagi D 1 for all a 2 Mp, or
(ii) p  3, and there exist positive integers e; l such that e 2 f2; 3; 4; 6g, e divides o.g/,
1 < l < ps, o.l mod ps/ D e, and g−1ag D al for all a 2 Mp; in particular,
ge 2 Chzi.Mp/.
PROOF. Let K D hM; gi. Since M is characteristic in G and hgi is characteristic in hzi, it
follows that K is characteristic in G, and so by Lemma 2.3, K is an FIF-group. Let e be the
smallest positive integer such that ge 2 Chzi.Mp/. Then e divides o.g/ and .e; p/ D 1 (since
.o.g/; p/ D 1).
First assume that g normalizes no nontrivial cyclic subgroups of Mp, that is, for all x 2
Mp n f1g, xg =2 hxi. Then it follows that hxi \ hxgi D 1 for all x 2 Mp. If g2 2 Chzi.Mp/
then for some x 2 Mp n f1g, xg2 D x and so .x  xg/g D xg  x D x  xg and by our assumption
on g we must therefore have x  xg D 1, that is xg D x−1, which is a contradiction. Thus
g2 =2 Chzi.Mp/, and part (i) holds.
Now assume that g normalizes at least one nontrivial cyclic subgroup of Mp. Let pt be
the maximum of the orders of the cyclic subgroups of Mp which are normalized by g. Take
a 2 Mp such that o.a/ D pt and ag D al for some integer l with 1  l < pt . Note that
since o.al/ D o.a/, .l; p/ D 1. Further, ale D age D a and so le  1 .mod pt /. We use the
following steps to complete the proof of the lemma.
(1). For each x 2 Mp with o.x/ D pt , xg D xi.x/ for some integer i.x/ with 1  i.x/ < pt .
Since o.x/ D o.a/ and K is an FIF-group, there exists  2 Aut.K / and " D 1 such that
a D x". Since K D M o hgi, g D cg j where c 2 M  CK .Mp/ and j is an integer
coprime to o.g/. Therefore,
g− j x"g j D g− j c−1x"cg j D .g/−1ag D .g−1ag/ D .al/ D xl":
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Thus g− j xg j D xl . Since . j; o.g// D 1, we have g−1xg D xi.x/ for some integer i.x/ with
1  i.x/ < pt .
(2). For each x 2 Mp with o.x/ D pt , we have i.x/ D l. If Mp is cyclic, then clearly
i.x/ D l. Thus assume that Mp is not cyclic, so there exists b 2 Mp such that o.b/ D pt and
hbi \ hai D 1. Then o.ab/ D pt , and by step (1), .ab/g D .ab/i.ab/ for some integer i.ab/
such that 1  i.ab/ < pt . So
albi.b/ D agbg D .ab/g D .ab/i.ab/ D ai.ab/bi.ab/;
and hence al−i.ab/ D bi.ab/−i.b/: Since hai \ hbi D 1, it follows that i.b/ D i.ab/ D l. Let
x 2 Mp be an arbitrary element of order pt . Then either hxi \ hai D 1 or hxi \ hbi D 1. Thus
by the previous argument, i.x/ D i.a/ or i.b/, so i.x/ D l.
(3). pt D ps, and o.l mod ps/ D e. It follows from step (2) that, for all y 2 Mp with
o.y/  pt , yg D yl . Suppose that pt < ps . Take an element b 2 Mp with o.b/ D ptC1. By
the maximality of t , bg 62 hbi. However, since o.bp/ D pt , by step (2), .bp/g D blp. Thus
hbi \ hbgi D hbpi, and so hb; bgi D ZptC1  Zp. Hence bg D b j c for some integer j and
some c 2 Mp such that o.c/ D p and hbi \ hci D 1. Therefore, b jp D .b j c/p D .bg/p D
.bp/g D blp. Consequently, j p  lp .mod ptC1/, and so j D kpt C l for some integer k.
Thus bg D b j c D blbkpt c. Let c0 D bkpt c. Then o.c0/ D p, hc0i \ hbi D 1, bg D blc0 and
c
g
0 D cl0 (since o.c0/ D p < ptC1). By induction on i , we have
bgi D bli cili−10 ; for i  1:
Taking i D e, we have cele−10 D b1−l
e
as bge D b. Since hc0i\hbi D 1, we have that cele−10 D 1
and so p divides ele−1, contradicting the fact that .el; p/ D 1. Therefore, pt D ps , and so for
all x 2 Mp, xg D xl . From the definition of e it follows that o.l mod ps/ D e.
(4). e D 2; 3; 4 or 6, and p is odd. Assume that ’.e/  3. Then there exists i such that
1 < i < e−1 and .i; e/ D 1. We may write g D g1g2 such that .o.g1/; i/ D 1 and each prime
factor of o.g2/ divides i . Then o.g1/ D o.gi1/ and .o.g1/; o.g2// D 1. Also, since .i; e/ D 1,





Further, since .o.g2/; eo.ge1// D 1, there exists an integer k such that eo.ge1/k  1.mod o.g2//.
Therefore, g2 D geo.g
e
1/k
2 2 Chzi.Mp/, and so ge1 D geg−e2 2 Chzi.Mp/. Now xg1 D xg1g2 D
xg D xl for all x 2 Mp. Since G is an FIF-group and o.g1/ D o.gi1/, there exists  2 Aut.G/
such that g1 D g"i1 for some " D 1. Since Mp is characteristic in G, we have y VD x 2 Mp
with o.y/ D o.x/. Therefore,
g−"i1 yg
"i
1 D .g−11 xg1/ D .xl/ D yl D g−11 yg1;
that is, g−"iC11 yg
"i−1
1 D y. Consequently, yl
"i−1 D g−"iC11 yg"i−11 D y, and hence, taking
x 2 Mp with o.x/ D ps so that o.y/ D ps , we have l"i−1  1.mod ps/. Therefore, if " D 1,
then e divides i−1; if " D −1, then e divides iC1, either of which is contrary to 1 < i < e−1.
Hence ’.e/  2 and so e D 2; 3; 4 or 6.
Since haig D hai and ag D al 6D a, g induces a nontrivial automorphism of hai. If p D 2
then Aut.hai/ is a 2-group. Thus g is of even order, a contradiction. Therefore, p  3. Hence
part (ii) holds. 2
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The next result characterises a special subclass of the 2-CI-groups occurring in Theo-
rem 4.2 (1).
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that G D M o hzi is a 2-CI-group, where
(i) M is abelian and each Sylow subgroup is homocyclic;
(ii) .jM j; o.z// D 1, z normalizes each cyclic subgroup of M of prime-power order; and
(iii) G is not nilpotent and is coprime-indecomposable.
Then G D He.M; 2r 3s; l/, where l has order e modulo exp.M/ and e; r; s are as in Table 1.
PROOF. Let n be the exponent of M . First we prove that there exist integers e 2 f2; 3; 4; 6g,
and l of order e modulo n, such that xz D xl for all x 2 M . Since M is nilpotent, M D
M1      Mt where Mi D Zdipsii is the Sylow pi -subgroup of M and p1; : : : ; pt are the
distinct prime divisors of jM j. Note that n D Q psii . Choose i  t . Since G is coprime-
indecomposable, z does not centralize Mi . Hence, by Lemma 4.3, there exist integers li and
ei such that ei 2 f2; 3; 4; 6g, li has order ei modulo pdii and xz D xli for all x 2 Mi . By
the Chinese Remainder Theorem (see [19, p. 64]), there is an integer l such that 1  l < n
and for all i , l  li .mod psii /. Each x 2 M has a unique expression as x D x1 : : : xt
with xi 2 Mi , and we have, therefore, xz D xz1 : : : xzt D xl11 : : : xltt D xl1 : : : xlt D xl for all
x 2 M . Let e D lcmfe1; : : : ; et g, so e 2 f2; 3; 4; 6; 12g. Since o.li mod psi / D ei for all i ,
also o.l mod psi / D ei for all i , and hence o.l mod n/ D e. Suppose that for some prime q
dividing o.z/, a Sylow q-subgroup hzqi of hzi centralizes M . Then G D Mo .hzq 0 i hzqi/ D
.M o hzq 0 i/  hzqi, where hzq 0 i is the Hall q 0-subgroup of hzi. This is a contradiction since
G is coprime-indecomposable. Hence no nontrivial Sylow subgroup of hzi centralizes M .
In particular, since ze centralizes M and e divides 12, we must have o.z/ D 2r 3s for some
integers r and s. Suppose that e D 12. Since G is a 2-CI-group and o.z/ D o.z5/, there exists
 2 Aut.G/ such that z D z5" for some " D 1. As M is characteristic in G, there exists
u VD x 2 M with o.u/ D n, and so
z−5"uz5" D .z−1xz/ D .xl/ D ul D z−1uz;
that is, z−5"C1uz5"−1 D u. Thus ul5"−1 D z−5"C1uz5"−1 D u, and hence l5"−1  1 .mod n/.
Hence 5" − 1 is divisible by e D 12, which is not possible. Thus e D 2; 3; 4 or 6. Note that e
divides o.z/. Thus if r D 0, then e D e1 D    D et D 3, and if s D 0, then each ei is 2 or 4,
so e is 2 or 4. Suppose that r > 0 and s > 0. If all the ei are 2 or 4, then a Sylow 3-subgroup
hz3i of hzi is nontrivial and centralizes M which is not the case. Hence, at least one of the ei
is equal to 3. Similarly at least one of the ei is even, and hence e D 6. It now follows that
G D He.M; 2r 3s; l/ and r; s; e are as in Table 1. 2
Finally, we investigate another special subclass of 2-CI-groups satisfying Theorem 4.2 (1).
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that G is a 2-CI-group which is coprime-indecomposable and not
nilpotent. Suppose further that G satisfies Theorem 4:2 .1/ and that G D M o hzi with
.jM j; o.z// D 1 and M D Z22 or Q8. Then hzi is a 3-group and acts nontrivially on M.
PROOF. Since .jM j; o.z// D 1, o.z/ is odd. Also G=.CG.M/M/  Out.M/ D S3, and
since o.z/ is odd, we have that jG=CG.M/M j D 1 or 3. If there is a prime q dividing o.z/ such
that q does not divide jG=CG.M/M j, then a Sylow q-subgroup hzqi of hzi centralizes M . Thus
G D M o .hzq 0 i  hzqi/ D .M o hzq 0 i/hzqi where hzq 0 i is a Hall q 0-subgroup of hzi, which
is a contradiction since G is coprime-indecomposable. Since G is coprime-indecomposable
and not nilpotent, we have that jG=CG.M/M j D 3, and so hzi is a 3-group. 2
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5. STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN 4-CI-GROUPS
In this section we prove several technical lemmas concerning 4-CI-groups, which will be
applied to prove Theorem 1.1 in the next section. Recall that the direct product 01  02 of
two graphs 01 D .V1; E1/ and 02 D .V2; E2/ is the graph with vertex set V1  V2 such that
.u1; u2/ is adjacent to .v1; v2/ if and only if either fu1; v1g 2 E1 and u2 D v2, or fu2; v2g 2 E2
and u1 D v1. The first lemma analyses the groups listed in Theorem 4.2 (1). It will also be
used to assist our analysis of the groups in Theorem 4.2 (2).
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that G D M o hzi is a 4-CI-group satisfying Theorem 4:2 .1/,
where
(i) M has a homocyclic Sylow p-subgroup Mp for some prime p dividing jM j;
(ii) .jM j; o.z// D 1, and hzi has a Sylow q-subgroup Gq D hhi for some prime q dividing
o.z/ such that there is a cyclic subgroup ha0i of Mp which is not normalized by h;
(iii) G is coprime-indecomposable.
Then p D 2, q D 3, Mp D Z22, and h3 centralizes Mp.
PROOF. Now Mp D Zdpt for some t  1, and we must have d  2 since Gq does not
normalize ha0i. Set K VD M o Gq . Since Gq is characteristic in hzi, it follows that K
is characteristic in G, and so K is also a 4-CI-group (see Lemma 2.1). Since Gq does not
normalize ha0i, by Lemma 4.3, hai \ hahi D 1 for all a 2 Mp. Let g be an element of Gq
with minimal order such that hai \ hagi D 1 for all a 2 Mp. Then hai \ hagq i 6D 1 for some
a 2 Mp. By Lemma 4.3, gq normalizes every cyclic subgroup of Mp.
Let Sub.pt / be the set of all cyclic subgroups of Mp of order pt . We claim that Gq acts
transitively on Sub.pt /by conjugation. Take hai 2 Sub.pt / and let b D ag . Then hai\hbi D 1,
and thus, for any hxi 2 Sub.pt /, either hxi \ hai D 1 or hxi \ hbi D 1. Assume first that
hxi \ hai D 1, and let S D fa; a−1; b; b−1g and T D fa; a−1; x; x−1g. Then Cay.hSi; S/ D
C pt  C pt D Cay.hT i; T /, and so Cay.K ; S/ D Cay.K ; T / (by Lemma 2.1). Since K is a
4-CI-group, there exists  2 Aut.K / such that S D T . Hence .hai; hbi/ D .hai; hxi/ or
.hxi; hai/. Note that, since g−1ag D b,
.g/−1haig D hg−1agi D hbi:
Thus in the first case .g/−1haig D hxi, while in the second case .g/−1hxig D hbi D hai.
Now g D cgi for some c 2 M and some integer i , and since c centralizes Mp, we have either
g−i haigi D hxi or g−i hxigi D hai. Thus in either case, hxi is conjugate to hai by some
element of hgi. If hxi\ hbi D 1, then similarly hxi is conjugate to hbi by some element of hgi.
Consequently, since haig D hbi, in this case also hxi is conjugate to hai by some element of hgi.
Thus hgi is transitive on Sub.pt / by conjugation. Since Gq  hgi, Gq also acts transitively
on Sub.pt /, and since Gq is abelian, Gq induces a regular permutation group on Sub.pt / (see
[25, Proposition 4.4]). Let E be the kernel of this Gq -action. Then jGq V E j D jSub.pt /j D s,
say, and E D hhsi. Since hgi is transitive on Sub.pt /, it follows that Gq D hgi, and since
gq normalizes every cyclic subgroup of Mp, we have E D hgqi D hhqi and q D jSub.pt /j.
Therefore,





p − 1 :
Since q is a prime and d  2, it follows that p.t−1/.d−1/ D 1, and so t D 1, Mp D Zdp and
q D pd−1p−1 . In particular q  3, and since p
d−1
p−1 is prime, d must also be a prime. If q D 3,
then pd D 22 and so hq centralizes Mp D Z22 and the lemma holds.
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Thus we may suppose that q  5 and hence that d is an odd prime. Since gq normalizes every
cyclic subgroup of Mp, by Lemma 4.3 (ii), .hq/e 2 CGq .Mp/ where e 2 f2; 3; 4; 6g, and so
also hq centralizes Mp. Let C p0 be a Hall p0-subgroup of C VD CK .Mp/. Then C D MpC p0
and hence we have C p0 char C char K . By Lemma 2.2, the 4-CI-group K is an FIF-group.
Thus, by Lemma 2.3 (i), K VD K=C p0 is an FIF-group. Since hq 2 CK .Mp/, we have
K D M p o hhi, where M p D MpC p0=C p0 D Zdp and hhi D hhiC p0=C p0 D hhi=hhqi D Zq .
Since K is an FIF-group, it follows that all cyclic subgroups of K of order p are conjugate
under Aut.K /, and so M p is a minimal characteristic subgroup of K . Further, h does not
centralize Mp, and hence CK .M p/ D M p. So K satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 2.3 (ii),
and hence 12’.q/ divides d. On the other hand, ’.q/ D q − 1 D p
d−1





divides d. The only possibility for .p; d; q/ satisfying this divisibility condition (with q  5
and d an odd prime) is .2; 3; 7/. Thus Mp D Z32, and we may write Mpnf1g D fa0; a1; : : : ; a6g
such that ahi D aiC1 (reading the subscripts modulo 7). Let S D fa0; a1; a2g. Then it is easy
to check that hSi D Mp. Since a0; a1; : : : ; a6 are distinct and ha0; a1i contains exactly three
involutions (namely, a0; a1 and a0a1), there exists k 2 f3; 5g satisfying ak =2 ha0; a1i so that
ha0; a1; aki D Mp. Let T D fa0; a1; akg. Then Cay.Mp; S/ D Q3 D Cay.Mp; T / where
Q3 is the cube graph of dimension 3, so Cay.K ; S/ D Cay.K ; T / (see Lemma 2.1). Since
K is a 4-CI-group, S D T for some  2 Aut.K /. Thus a0 D ai for some i 2 f0; 1; kg and
h D ch j for some c 2 M and some integer j  1. Consequently, noting that c centralizes
Mp, a1 D .h−1a0h/ D h− j ai h j D aiC j and a2 D .h−1a1h/ D h− j aiC j h j D aiC2 j . Thusfi; i C j; i C 2 jg  f0; 1; kg.mod 7/. However, it is straightforward to check that there are no
values of i; j for which this holds, for k D 3 or k D 5. This completes the proof. 2
Now we consider the groups listed in Theorem 4.2 (2).
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that G is a 4-CI-group which is coprime-indecomposable.
Suppose further that G satisfies Theorem 4:2 .2/. Then G D Z23 o Q8.
PROOF. We use the notation of Theorem 4.2 so that G D .LM/o ..HoK /Zn/, every
Sylow subgroup of L  M is homocyclic, hM; Hi D M  H , hL ;Zni D L  Zn and either
H is cyclic or H D Q8. It follows, since hM; Hi D M  H , that L o H is a characteristic
subgroup of G, and so by Lemma 2.1, L o H is also a 4-CI-group.
Suppose that H is cyclic. By Theorem 4.2, H is of odd order, and either jLj is odd or a
Sylow 2-subgroup of L is Z32. It follows from Proposition 5.1 that each Sylow subgroup of
H normalizes each cyclic subgroup of L of prime-power order. Moreover, by Theorem 4.2,
L o H is not nilpotent and is either coprime-indecomposable, or is the direct product of two
non-nilpotent coprime indecomposable factors. Each coprime indecomposable factor satisfies
the hypotheses of Proposition 4.4. Since jH j is odd, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that
Lo H is coprime-indecomposable and Lo H D H3.L ; 3t ; l/ for some positive integers t and
l, and in particular, H D hyi D Z3t and H centralizes no nontrivial Sylow subgroup of L . It
follows that L , H o K are as in line 2 of the table in Theorem 4.2. Thus K D hzi D Z2r and
L D .Z5u1 7u2 11u3 /2. Let L p be a nontrivial Sylow p-subgroup of L . Then soc.L p/ D Z2p and
the conjugation action induces a homomorphism ’ from H o K to Aut.soc.L p// D GL2.p/.
Since’.H/ 6D 1 and H normalizes each cyclic subgroup of soc.L p/, it follows that’.H/ D Z3
consists of scalar matrices, so p D 7. Since ’.H/ is central in ’.H o K / but K does not
centralize H , it follows that yz D y1C3 j for some j such that 1  j < 3t−1, and j 6 0.mod 3/.
However this means that o.z/ is divisible by 3, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, by Theorem 4.2, H D Q8, K D Z3s , L D Z2q , and F VD L o H D Z2q o Q8 is
a 4-CI-group. Let H D hx; yi. Then L o hx2i char L o H , and it follows that L o hx2i is
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also a 4-CI-group. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that the involution x2 normalizes every cyclic
subgroup of L of prime-power order. For each prime p dividing q, let L p  Z2pt denote
the Sylow p-subgroup of L . Suppose that x2 centralizes L p for some p. Let L p0 be a Hall
p0-subgroup of L . Then L p0 char L char F and F=L p0 D L p o Q8. By Lemma 2.3, F=L p0
is an FIF-group. Since x2 centralizes L p, again by Lemma 2.3, F=.L p0 :hx2i/ D L p o Z22 is
an FIF-group. By [16, Theorem 1.1], it follows that this group is ismorphic to L p  Z22 and
hence H centralizes L p, which is a contradiction to Theorem 4.2(2)(ii) (that is, a contradiction
to the fact that H centralizes no Sylow subgroup of L). Therefore, x2 does not centralize L p
for any p, and it follows from Lemma 4.3 that x2 inverts every element of L p for all p and,
hence, x2 inverts every element of L . Now let L p D Z2pt and let a 2 L p of order pt . Since
NF .ha pt−1i/=CF .ha pt−1i/ is cyclic and CF .ha pt−1i/ \ H D 1, at least one of x and y does
not normalize ha pt−1i, x say. Thus h.a pt−1/x i \ ha pt−1i D 1 and since ha pt−1i is the unique
subgroup of hai of order p, hax i \ hai D 1. Let b D ax . Then for any c 2 L p with o.c/ D pt ,
either hci \ hai D 1, or hci \ hbi D 1, say hci \ hai D 1.
Set S VD fa; a−1; b; b−1g and T VD fa; a−1; c; c−1g. Now Cay.hSi; S/ D C pt  C pt D
Cay.hT i; T /, and thus Cay.F; S/ D Cay.F; T / (see Lemma 2.1). Since F is a 4-CI-group, S is
conjugate to T under Aut.F/. Consequently, there exists  2 Aut.F/ such that fhai; hbig D
fhai; hcig. Since x−1haix D hbi, we have that .x/−1haix D hbi . It follows that hai is
conjugate to hci by x or .x/−1. Now x D dx 0 for some d 2 L and some x 0 2 H . Since
d centralizes L , hai is conjugate to hci by x 0 or .x 0/−1. It follows that H acts transitively
by conjugation on the set  of all subgroups of L p of order pt , and the kernel of this action
contains hx2i (since x2 inverts each element of L p). Hence jj divides 4 and it follows that
pt D 3. Thus L D L p D Z23, and by Theorem 4.2 (2), M D 1, K D 1 and n D 1. Thus
G D L o H D Z23 o Q8. 2
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1:1
Let G be an m-CI-group for some m  4. Then G is a 2-CI-group, so G is one of the
groups listed in Theorem 4.2. Thus G D X1      Xl such that .jXi j; jX j j/ D 1 and
each Xi is coprime-indecomposable and satisfies part (1), (2) or (3) of Theorem 4.2. Since
Xi char G, Xi is an m-CI-group (see Lemma 2.1). If Xi is nilpotent then Xi is a Sylow
subgroup of G, and so either Xi is homocyclic, or Xi D Q8. Thus, if X1; : : : ; Xl are all
nilpotent, then the theorem holds, so we may assume that this is not the case. Note that the
direct product U of all the nilpotent groups Xi (if any) is abelian. Suppose now that X D Xi is
not nilpotent. We shall prove that X is one of the non-nilpotent groups listed in parts (i)–(iii)
of Theorem 1.1.
If X satisfies Theorem 4.2 (2) then by Proposition 5.2, X D Z23oQ8, as in part (i). Suppose
next that X satisfies Theorem 4.2 (3), that is, X D L2.5/, L2.8/, SL2.5/, SL2.7/ or SL2.9/.
Since, by Lemma 3.1, a Sylow 2-subgroup of X is elementary abelian, cyclic or Q8, it follows
that X is one of L2.5/ D A5, L2.8/ or SL2.5/. However, by Theorem 4.1, L2.8/ is not a
3-CI-group. Thus X D A5 or SL2.5/, as in part (i).
Finally, suppose that X satisfies Theorem 4.2 (1), that is, X D Mo hziwhere M is nilpotent
and .jM j; n/ D 1. First assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup M2 of M is neither Z22 nor Q8. Then
every Sylow subgroup of M is homocyclic and is not isomorphic toZ22, and by Proposition 5.1,
z normalizes every cyclic subgroup of M of prime-power order. Further, since X is coprime-
indecomposable, no nontrivial Sylow subgroup of hzi centralizes M . Then by Proposition 4.4,
X D He.M; 2r 3s; l/ where l has order e modulo exp.M/, and r; s; e are as in one of the lines
of Table 1, as in part (iii).
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Now assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup M2 of M is isomorphic to Z22 or Q8. Then n is odd.
Let M20 be the Hall 20-subgroup of M . Then M20 is a characteristic abelian subgroup of X and
M D M2M20 . Note that Out.M2/ D S3. It follows, since n is odd, that X=CX .M2/M2  Z3.
Suppose that there is a Sylow p-subgroup Mp of M , and a Sylow q-subgroup hzqi of hzi, for
some odd primes p and q, such that zq does not centralize Mp. It follows from Proposition 5.1
that zq normalizes every cyclic subgroup of Mp and then by Lemma 4.3 (noting that q is odd)
that q D 3, and xzq D xl for all x 2 Mp, where l has order 3 modulo the exponent of Mp.
Thus, if there is a prime q > 3 such that q divides o.z/, then the Sylow q-subgroup hzqi of
hzi centralizes M20 . However, zq also centralizes M2, and it follows that hzqi is a direct factor
of X contradicting the fact that X is coprime-indecomposable. Hence hzi D Z3s for some
s  1. Again, since X is coprime-indecomposable, z does not centralize M2, and if p is an
odd prime dividing jM j then z does not centralize the Sylow p-subgroup Mp. Suppose now
that M 6D M2 so that such an odd prime p exists and (by the previous paragraph) xz D xl for
all x 2 Mp, where l has order 3 modulo the exponent of Mp. Note that l has order 3 modulo
p, so p  1 .mod 3/ and, in particular, p  7.
Let a0; a1 be distinct elements of M2 such that az0 D a1 and let b be an element of Mp of
order p. Then bz D bl . Set S D fa0bl , .a0bl/−1, a1b, .a1b/−1g and T D fa0b; .a0b/−1,
a1bl , .a1bl/−1g. Then hSi D hT i D M2  hbi and there exists an automorphism  of hSi
such that .a1b/ D a0b and .a0bl/ D a1bl . Thus Cay.hSi; S/ D Cay.hT i; T / and so
Cay.X; S/ D Cay.X; T / (by Lemma 2.1). Since X is a 4-CI-group, there is an element
 2 Aut.X/ such that S D T . Thus .a0bl ; a1b/ D ..a0b/"; .a1bl/"0/ or ..a1bl/"0 ; .a0b/"/,
where "; "0 D 1. Since .o.b/; o.ai // D 1, it follows that either
.a0; a1/ D .a"0; a"
0
1 / and .bl ; b/ D .b"; bl"
0
/, or
.a0; a1/ D .a"01 ; a"0/ and .bl ; b/ D .bl"
0
; b"/.
Since l has order 3 modulo the exponent of Mp, and p  7 it follows that l has order 3 modulo
p and in particular l2 6 1 .mod p/. Suppose that the first line above holds. Then b D bl"0 ,
and b" D .bl/ D .b/l D bl2"0 which implies that p D o.b/ divides l2  1, which is a
contradiction. Hence the second line holds, so b D b" and bl"0 D .bl/ D .b/l D b"l . This
means that p divides l."0 − "/ whence "0 D ". Now z D czi for some c 2 M and some
integer i , where 1  i < 3s and i  1 .mod 3/. Note that bc D b. Thus we have
bl" D .bl/ D .z−1bz/ D z−i c−1b"czi D z−i b"zi D b"li
whence li−1  1 .mod p/. Since l3  1 .mod p) it follows that i  1 .mod 3/. On the other
hand, since z−1a0z D a1 and z3 centralizes M2, we have that
z−1a"1z D z−i a"1zi D .z−1a0z/ D a1 D a"0:
Thus z−2a1z2 D z−1a0z D a1, that is z2 centralizes a1, and similarly, z2 centralizes a0.
So z2 centralizes M2 D ha0; a1i, which is a contradiction. Therefore, M20 D 1 and so
X D M2 o Z3s D Z22 o Z3s or Q8 o Z3s , as in part (ii).
Thus each of the non-nilpotent Xi is one of the groups listed in parts (i)–(iii) of Theorem 1.1.
If there is only one non-nilpotent Xi then the theorem holds, so suppose that two of the Xi are
not nilpotent, say X1 and X2. Since the jXi j are relatively prime, and since each of the groups
in parts (i)–(iii) has order divisible by 2 or 3, there are only two such groups Xi ; one of them is
H3.M 0; 3s; l 0/ and the other has even order relatively prime to 3 and so is Q8 or He.M; 2r ; l/
with e D 2 or 4. This completes the proof of the theorem. 2
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